
 

  Bao Le - Frontend Software Engineer 
baole6989@gmail.com · 408.605.8923 

ㅡ 

Skills 

 

Javascript  Typescript  jQuery  React  Redux 

Ember  Vue  Python  Sass  CSS 

 

ㅡ 

Experience 

 

LinkedIn / Frontend Software Engineer 
NOVEMBER 2018 - PRESENT,  SUNNYVALE 

Led and managed a team of 4 frontend engineers on a 6-month long project that integrated 
DocuSign into LinkedIn’s Talent Hub product. 

Worked cross-functionally with product and engineering managers, designers and backend 
engineers to deliver projects to spec. 

Dropbox / Frontend Software Engineer 
SEPTEMBER 2017 - OCTOBER 2018,  SAN FRANCISCO 

Generated 2.2 million dollars in revenue within the first 4 months through optimizing user 
experiences with a/b testing, leveraging React, Typescript and Python. 

Reduced a subsection of code base by 12% LOC by migrating Python Pyxel elements to modular 
React components. 

Improved team culture by setting direction for team goals and objectives. 

NDA - Freelancing for Cryptocurrency Startup/ Frontend Software Engineer 
JUNE 2018 - PRESENT,  NEW YORK (REMOTE) 

Collaborated with designer from Spotify to migrate web application that was previously built on 

Rails ERB to React with Redux closely following specs. 

NDA - Freelancing for Social Media Startup / Full Stack Engineer 
AUGUST 2017 - PRESENT,  LOS ANGELES (REMOTE) 

Built web application modeling mobile app using React with Redux, Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL 

and Sass. 

Client Testimonial  - “Bao has been a huge asset to our team, having now helped us on multiple web 
projects. He has a knack for converting our (sometimes ambiguous) project specs into beautiful designs 
built with solid code. He works fast, and has always been super responsive, which we really appreciate!” 

NDA - Freelancing for Mobile App Startup / Full Stack Engineer 
NOVEMBER 2017 - MARCH 2018, SAN FRANCISCO (REMOTE) 

Architected full stack web application utilizing Ruby on Rails with PostgreSQL on the back end 
and React with Redux on the front end, preprocessing CSS with Sass. 

Implemented various MVPs starting from establishing flexible API endpoints, to creating 
aesthetic and modular React components while leveraging open-source libraries. 

 


